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Self‐Reflection
Describe how the artifact you selected shows your strengths & growth in specific core
competencies. The prompt questions on the left ‐ or other self‐assessment activities you
may have done ‐ may guide your reflection process.
In my Planning 10 class we had to write our Resume and Cover Letter for our Careers unit. I
was stressed out about writing my cover letter and resume because I have never written one
before and I didn’t know what to include in it, but my Planning teacher Ms. Durand went over
what to write about and she gave us plenty of feedback that was very helpful. I also, asked
my Mum and Dad questions about how to write a resume and cover letter.
Writing my cover letter and resume prepared me for my mock interview and helped me grow
in positive personal and cultural identity. The reason this helped me grow in positive personal
and cultural identity is because I was able to identify my strengths, weakness, abilities, and
why I would be an asset to that business. I also learned how to use technology to make a
cover letter/resume. We used MyBlueprint to make our resumes and cover letters, the
website is pretty cool because you can choose the design of it and there are many different
templates. One last reason why my cover letter and resume prepared me for my mock
interview was because I learned how to accept constructive feedback and use it to make my
work better. For example, I used the word “I” on my resume and you are not allowed to use
the word “I”. When I got my resume and cover letter edited, I made sure to use all of the
feedback, so it would make my work sound more professional.
My mock interview helped me grow in communication because I can be shy when I have to
do public speaking or talk to strangers. When I was waiting outside of the math office for my
interviewee Ms. Williams, I was panicking and nervous because I wanted to get a good mark
and I didn’t know what questions she was going to ask me and if she was going to be nice.
When I first got into the interview I was still nervous but then after like the third question I
became less nervous and more enthusiastic because I got to know Ms. Williams more. My
mock interview helped my confidence expand because I got excellent feedback from Ms.
Williams and I learned how to keep my peers and teachers interested in what I have to say. In
the end, I am very proud of myself because I got an amazing mark on my interview and my
interviewee told me that she loved my confidence and how sweet I was. Also, I enjoyed this
experience a lot.
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